CASE STUDY CASTLE COURT

POOL AND SPA AV THAT MAKES A BIG SPLASH
The Background: When Clarke Infinity were asked to be involved
in the creation of an imposing new build over four floors at
Castle Court, it was clear that this was going to a project of
the highest specification. Clarke Infinity were responsible for
integrating a smart system across the whole house, with specific
aspects of the work relating to a bespoke cinema room and
a breath-taking internal swimming pool, relaxation area and
entertainment space.

The Challenge: The basement at Castle Court was to become the
ultimate entertainment and relaxation space, creating something
that was truly out of this world. Being below ground level, two
skylights provided natural light, but the associated lighting
arrangements in this part of the house were critical to developing
the right feel and ambiance. The lighting solutions for this incredible
entertainment zone were of crucial importance and would need to
be adaptable to suit all types of atmosphere. To incorporate the
client’s requirements, Clarke Infinity’s design would allow residents
to experience both the sensation of an early morning dip or a
midnight swim, as well as the perfect lighting for a poolside party
or a lazy Sunday afternoon at the water’s edge.
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The Solution: Descending a spiral, marble staircase,
visitors to Castle Court enter an incredible entertainment
area and swimming pool complex. The integral swimming
pool can be the focal point for the ultimate pool party
or can be covered over with a retractable hard cover,
creating a safe and relaxing entertainment space for all
the family.
Surrounded by luxurious relaxation zones, the swimming
pool itself is beautifully lit, with fully interactive and
controllable lighting to set the mood. A top of the range
Lutron lighting control system provides a spectrum of
colour and light with all interactions operated by seeTouch
bright chrome keypads.
An elegant, mirrored ceiling adds to the sense of light and
space, integrated with LED spot lighting that can create

the perfect dance setting or a dreamy and relaxed tone
that matches the spa area setting perfectly. Clarke Infinity
also added a Hikvision CCTV security system to ensure
everyone stayed safe in the swimming pool area, while a
stylish in-wall 42” TV provided the perfect AV solution to
chill out with.
Some of the equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor 42” Video Tree black edge
Bowers & Wilkins Marina 8
Triad and Amina Speakers
Control4 Touch Panels and Neo Remotes
Lutron Lighting Control System
Lutron seeTouch
Ruckus Wireless
Silent Gliss Curtains and Blinds

“The renovation at Castle Court has been
a very special project for us, but we are so
delighted with the final outcome. Clarke
Infinity played a key role in the whole scheme
and were brilliant. The new pool and spa
space in the basement is a revolution. At the
touch of a button we can cover the pool and
turn the area into an entertaining space for
the perfect party. The lighting system in this
setting gives us full control and is completely
intuitive to use.” Steve B, Owner

